September 2020

Distributed Acoustic Sensing Research Coordination Network Steering Committee Call
September 10, 2020 10 am ET

In attendance: Herb Wang, Dante Fratta, Eileen Martin, Jerry Carter, Andreas Wuestefeld, Mark Hausner, Nate Lindsey, Scott Tyler, Lucas Zoet, Charlotte Krawczyk, Yingping Li, Whitney Trainor-Guilton, Bob Woodward, Kasey Aderhold

Agenda

● Announcements
  ○ Welcome Andreas Wuestefeld as Lead for Network Alliance
  ○ Request from community member to join a steering committee meeting
● Report on DAS Workshop (Aderhold)
● Eduquake article on Workshop (Lindsey)
● Initiatives for discussion
  ○ Monthly DAS Community Lightning Talks
  ○ Expansion of DAS-RCN website to link to subpages, such as DAS FAQ
  ○ Internal IRIS-hosted DAS Wiki
● AGU 2020 DAS Workshop planning (Tyler)
● Field Course Workshop planning (Woodward)
● Working Groups (Wang)
  ○ Discussion of draft DAS RCN Working Group Charge and Guidance
  ○ Ways to promote Working Group Discussion, e.g., Threaded Forums
  ○ Organizing mini-Workshops (1-2 hours at least once per year)

Action Items

● AI(All): Send any further thoughts to Herb/Kasey on how to best keep the RCN steering committee call/activities as open as possible.
● AI(Aderhold): Send email to the DAS mailing list as a follow up to the workshop/tutorial.
● AI(Martin): Follow up with DAS workshop and tutorial speakers/guides for quotes and perspectives.
● AI(Wang): Send email to the DAS mailing list on the working groups, aimed at entraining participants.

Recommendations

● None